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Abstract: The usefulness of ontologies for map generalisation and on-demand mapping has been acknowledged by the
research community for now more than ten years. But past attempts to build an ontology that shares the conceptualisation
views of the community have fell short for now, maybe due to a lack of direct use cases. MapGenOnto is a new attempt
to gather researchers around a shared ontology that covers the description of the geography and the map, and also the
generalisation processes used to generalise this map. This short paper briefly describes the backbone concepts of this
ontology, and then presents a use case to describe cross-platform ScaleMaster2.0 specifications.
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1. Introduction

Modelling the geography behind the map is a key step to
design successful automated generalisation systems. Fif-
teen years ago, when ontologies started being popular in
geographical information science, researchers proposed to
use this formalism to model map generalisation processes
(Dutton and Edwardes, 2006, Regnauld, 2007, Lüscher et
al., 2008). An ontology is “a formal, explicit specifica-
tion of a shared conceptualization” (Gruber, 1995), which
means that it is a formal model of the concepts, objects,
properties, with an explicit representation that enables log-
ical reasoning on these concepts. So ontologies can be use-
ful tools in map generalisation in two main ways: (1) defin-
ing a shared vocabulary of the concepts handled in map
generalisation (Touya et al., 2010); (2) enabling logical
reasoning on these concepts (Gould and Chaudhry, 2012).
Automated or semi-automated on-demand mapping sys-
tems would benefit from both uses (Balley and Regnauld,
2011, Gould and Mackaness, 2016), so there is a real need
for a usable ontology of map generalisation concepts. But
the definition of an ontology cited above contains the word
“shared”, and this word explains the challenge of build-
ing an ontology: the users, or at least several designers
need to agree on this formalisation of the concepts. Build-
ing on the discussions of a workshop organised in 2014 by
the ICA commission on map generalisation and multiple
representation (Mackaness et al., 2015), a first version of
such an ontology was made available on the website of the
commission, but it did not draw so much attention from
the community. As a consequence, it can hardly be consid-
ered as a shared conceptualisation. MapGenOnto is a new
iteration of this first shared ontology, and a new attempt
to specify this shared conceptualisation of map generali-
sation. In the discussions during past workshops, it was
highlighted that the ontology should be accompanied by
actual uses to foster the collaborative enrichment and use
of the ontology. So this paper also contains a direct appli-
cation of this ontology to make the ScaleMaster2.0 model
portable across platforms.

2. MapGenOnto

MapGenOnto is available on the web and cannot be com-
pletely presented in this short paper. Figure 1 presents
some of the main backbone concepts of MapGenOnto. The
concepts in red in Figure 1 are a mix of the concepts pro-
posed in CollaGen (Touya et al., 2010) and by (Gould and
Mackaness, 2016), to model how algorithms are chained
in an automated generalisation process (Regnauld et al.,
2014): a generalisation Model encapsulates Operations and
both have effects on a Remedy that relieves a Conflict. In
the figure, the relation applies to of the Algorithm concept
means that the range of the relation is a Landscape (e.g. ur-
ban area) and/or a Scale range (e.g. 1:25k to 1:50k), and/or
a Feature type, and/or a Geometry. The same relation ex-
ists with Process but it is not drawn in Figure 1.

The blue concepts in Figure 1 correspond to a mix of the
ontologies we previously proposed to describe the features
contained in a map, including the spatial relations (Touya
et al., 2010, Touya et al., 2014). For now, the topological
relations included in the ontology are a port of the DE-9IM
model (Egenhofer et al., 1994), but we plan to replace this
port by an inclusion of the topology ontology that was de-
signed for the GeoSPARQL standard1, which also includes
formal concepts of the RCC8 topology model (Randell et
al., 1992).

The Cartographic property concept enables a description
of the properties/characteristics useful for generalisation
(e.g. road importance, building area. . . ). Similarly to a
cartographic property, we included a Geographic property
concept (not displayed in Figure 1), to represent proper-
ties related to the geographic function of the map feature,
because these properties are sometimes important to make
decisions during the generalisation process.

The Geometry concept reuses an upper level ontology from
the literature that models GIS geometries (Hamdi et al.,
2014). It is important to reuse as much as possible existing
standard ontology in geographical information science to

1http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql
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Figure 1. Figure placement and numbering: the famous
ICA logo.

maximise future connections of MapGenOnto with other
Semantic Web initiatives.

Then, as shown with the Building and Proximity 2 build-
ings concepts in Figure 1, each of these backbone con-
cepts has more specific sub-concepts. For instance, Filter-
ing or Displacement are sub-concepts of Operation, while
Douglas Peucker is a sub-concept of Algorithm that imple-
ments the Filtering concept.

3. Using MapGenOnto in the ScaleMaster2.0

The remainder of the abstract describes how this ontology
is used in the ScaleMaster2.0 model (Touya and Girres,
2013) to make it portable and cross-platform. The code be-
low is an extract of an XML-encoded ScaleMaster2.0 that
describes how to generate multi-scale maps with Open-
StreetMap data. This extracts corresponds to the gener-
alisation of water lines at the 1:50k scale. There is only
one generalisation algorithm required, a Raposo hexagon-
based filtering of the geometry (Raposo, 2013). The name
of the algorithm raposo, as well as the parameter name
and type are directly extracted from the ontology. So, the
same ScaleMaster2.0 can be used in different software so-
lutions, without changing the way feature type, their prop-
erties, algorithm and their parameters, are named. To use
this ScaleMaster2.0 in the CartAGen (Touya et al., 2019)
implementation of the model, we just need to add a con-
figuration file that annotates the feature type and the algo-
rithms with their ontology counterpart. For instance, for
CartAGen, the raposo algorithm is implemented in the Ra-
posoSimplification Java class.

<generalisation -processes >

<process priority= 0>

<name>raposo </name>

<params >

<parameter name="use_method_1" type="

Boolean">true</parameter >

</params >

</process >

</generalisation -processes >

4. Conclusion and Future Work

To conclude, the MapGenOnto is an attempt for a shared
ontology of the map generalisation domain, which can be
useful to design generic models independent from the im-
plementation in a GIS software, or to carry out logical
inferences in automated systems (Gould and Mackaness,
2016). MapGenOnto tries to synthesize the past proposi-
tions of ontologies for map generalisation, but is clearly
an on-going project, far from complete. Most of the con-
cepts that subsume the backbone concepts presented here,
are missing in the ontology. MapGenOnto is made avail-
able on WebProtégé , a platform that enables collaborative
work, so it is up to the map generalisation community to
adopt and enrich it. In the meantime, we plan to enrich it
through use cases in the open source CartAGen platform
(Touya et al., 2019), for instance by finalising the open
source implementation of the CollaGen model (Touya et
al., 2010, Touya and Duchêne, 2011). We also plan to en-
rich the representation of scale and level of detail in the
ontology, for instance by adapting the ontology design pat-
tern proposed for map scaling (Carral et al., 2013). Finally,
in the context of deep learning pattern recognition (Touya
and Lokhat, 2020), we plan to use the ontology to annotate
the complex features to be recognised in the map images,
revamping the work from Lüscher (Lüscher et al., 2008).
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